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Sneffels Creek Project – Location:

Project location
Situated in a high mountain, beautiful valley is
the historic Atlas Mill; and just below it is the
Sneffels Creek Project.
The project location is seven miles SW of Ouray
on County Road 361, (locally known as the
Camp Bird Road), on the way to Yankee Boy
Basin. One half mile past the Ouray Silver Mine
is the nearly completed stream project. Some
additional vegetation and monitoring remains.
We will monitor how winter snows and spring
runoff affect the project also, let nature and
time further shape sinuosity through the
completed grades. A contingency is always
prudent, then watch as the stream itself tests
the project.
The “overhang” to right is just one section of
the beautiful and interesting drive up to Yankee
Boy Basin.

Sneffels Creek and
Atlas Mill Aerial
Photo
The photo shows the Historic Atlas Mill
and the Atlas Mill tailings and the length
of the Sneffels Creek Bank Stabilization
Project.
The mining history is amazing outside the
project area. There are roads accessing
the mill that crossed the river, box car
tracks, smelting operations, etc.
Gold panning during lunch breaks, we
extended the length of the project
downgradient of tailings, tying into an
existing meander within an incised and
stable downstream reach with a heavily
vegetated riparian area on both sides of
stream.

Prior to Construction

Sneffels Creek Project Goals:
1) Mitigate Sneffels Creek active erosion through
Atlas Mill mine tailings
2) Increase water quality downstream
3) Restore single thread channel through braided
reach - resulting from mining impacts and historic
disturbance
4) Create three stage floodplain utilizing natural
channel design principals
5) Replicate existing sinuosity in re-created
channel 20’ to north
6) Slightly increase width to depth ratio of created
channel (compared to upstream and downstream
reference reaches) to help pass bedload transfer
and mitigate deposition potential
7) Build three vane arms at bankfull stage to
further mitigate sheer stress at high flow
conditions by Atlas Mill tailings
8) Utilize log cribbing and rip rap as additional
barrier to tailings interfacing with stream
9) Transplant willows and install willow bundles
along both stream banks, seed area and add
riparian shrubs to increase stream bank
stabilization

Harvesting project
boulders from Potosi
landslide/avalanche
Path
Within a stream project, procuring
boulders to create instream structures
can be a large percentage of available
budget. To save project costs we
harvested boulders on Ouray Silver Mine
property at the Potosi slide path.
Excavation, sorting and transport (3/4
mile from project area) activities
occurred immediately prior to
construction.
Boulder harvesting may decrease slide
materials from entering County Road 361
and may save road maintenance costs.

Three stage channel design
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Project July 2016
Offense:
Relocate channel to center of existing impacted
channel with increased width.
Shape meanders based on the existing sinuosity ratio to
naturally dissipate sheer stress most efficiently.
Remove natural deposition diverting channel to south.
Create open low flow channel within 3 stage floodplain
restoration
Defense:
Log cribbing to stabilize eroded channel within tailings
Rip rap floodplain retaining sill parallel to channel
(1-2.5’ boulders) to add long term structural integrity
to established bankfull elevation.
Three vanes acting in unison (three points of contact to
footers, 3.5’-6’ boulders) which roll thalweg center
channel within varying discharge events.

